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Tip # 2 - Modifying Solid Geometry Using the 
Dimensioning Panel  
 
Product: HyperMesh 
Product Version: 10.0 and above 

Topic Objective 
To Modify Solid Geometry Using the Dimensioning Panel  

Topic Details 
 
Solid Geometry can be modified to required dimensions precisely using the Dimensioning 
panel. This TTF is a quick reference guide and a quick start guide for this panel.  
 
The panel provides practically any precision (more than 25 decimal places). A geometry can be 
modified (scaled, extended etc) at required locations exclusively while other areas remain as it 
is. Dimensions are changed here in an intuitive and direct way using the Dimension 
Manipulators, where the required dimension values are entered on the screen and effects are 
immediate.  
 
To access Dimensioning, go to Geometry page ���� Dimensioning panel  
 

 
 
The initial panel layout with auto sides selection , we see 4 sections in the panel that are to be 
used as described in the figure below 
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To select the dimension to be modified 
 
Select two points to define the dimension you need to change, click on the dimension value, 
enter the new value and press enter. Figure1 shows a solid model modified.  
 

        
Figure1  
 
 
To select the surfaces that will be included in the modification 
 
The objective is to modify required surfaces in a solid geometry, The program modifies two sets 
of surfaces: the surfaces selected for the offset by the user, and the adjacent involved surfaces 
that must also be modified so that the result will remain continuous, for instance in the example 
above the right side face needs to be modified while the top face must also extend to maintain 
continuity.  
The options max pick tilt (degrees,) side selection area ratio and max expand angle 
(degrees) have to do with this surface selection. These are explained below.  
 
max pick tilt(degrees) = this is the angle between the direction of the dimension manipulator 
arrow and the surface normal of a surface adjoining the surface we intend to extend.  
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For instance in the cube below in Figure2 when one tries to extend the diagonal one will find 
the manipulator is locked at both ends because the normal of the top face of the cube clearly 
subtends an angle greater than 2 degrees with the manipulator direction.   
 
 

Figure2 
 
The angle here is 45 degrees because it is a cube, hence one changes the angle to 46 degrees 
and one will now able to extend it at both ends (notice the arrows on the manipulators) in 
Figure3  
 

Figure3 
 
Side selection area ratio =  
 
This determines which of the adjoining surfaces will be selected for modification depending on 
the area of the adjoining surfaces, the ratio is multiplied with the area of both the surfaces and if 
either is found larger than the other, the larger one will not be selected for modification.  
 
In the below example Figure4 we see that the dimension can be modified at the top surface 
while not at the bottom surface this is since the ratio is set to 1.0 and bottom surface is larger 
than the top surface.  
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Figure4 

 
 
Because the area of the top surface is half that of the bottom surface, a ratio of 2 will result in 
modification in both directions and both top and bottom surfaces are selected for modification as 
shown in the Figure5 below. 
 

Figure5 
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max expand angle 
 
The max expand angle is a parameter that will not affect most geometries, surfaces adjacent to 
the selected surfaces are selected, provided that they are planar and the angle along the edge 
over which they are adjacent to the already selected surface is less than the max expand 
angle.  
 
To select the system of offset  
 
The involved surfaces interpolation system is ideally left at automatic for most applications.   
 
min slide angle  
 
The slide angle is the angle subtended between the planes of the involved surface or the 
surface that will be affected by the modification of the selected surface as shown in Figure6 
below. The min slide angle determines if this slide angle is maintained while modification or not.  
 
Figure6 is followed by two more figures that explain the behavior in detail.  

Figure6 
 
 
If slide angle is less than the min slide angle specified the modification will be as below in 
Figure7 where the involved surface will be dragged down with the selected surface and the 
slide angle will not be maintained if the slide angle is more than the min slide angle the involved 
surface will slide down as shown in Figure8 and the slide angle will be maintained.   
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Figure7                                                                    Figure8 
 
remove collapsed surfaces  
 
The remove collapsed surfaces option when checked automatically removes those surfaces 
that penetrate other surfaces or fold into themselves, Figure9  shows the model modified 
without the option checked and Figure10 shows model with the option checked.  
 

                                 
Figure9                                                                               Figure10 
 
 
The manual selection method provides greater flexibility in selecting the surfaces that need to 
be modified allowing only certain areas to be modified while other areas remain intact.   
 

 
 
surfaces to move 
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The surfaces to offset are selected using the surfaces to move collector 
 
separator lines  
Select separator lines to indicate where the offset surface should remain attached;  
 
autocomplete separators  
These automatically select all segments of a closed loop of lines when you select any single line 
within the segment.  
 
To illustrate the flexibility of manual selection, take the model below where the 3 highlighted 
surfaces are selected to change the dimension from 50.5 to 70 and move the wall to a new 
position. 
 

 
 
 
The penalty of such flexibility is that if the surfaces are selected erroneously, the results can be 
unexpected or catastrophic.  Due to this, save good results often and be ready to use the reject 
button. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


